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A brief synopsis (write-up) of the event:  

EBSB organized a talk on ‘Scientific Practices in Ancient India’ to commemorate 
National Science Day, held on 28 February each year. The talk was delivered by 
Arihant Tiwari (BS-MS 2019) and was a grand success with over 60 enthusiastic 
participants. The theme of the talk was galvanized by the era in which India was 
the country the world looked up to, and it was only because of the great 
minds(such as CV Raman, Aryabhata, Ramanujan, Shakuntala Devi) we had in the 
field of science. The talk had a 45-minute long engaging presentation covering 
vivid topics like ancient methods of plastic surgery, water conservation in tankas, 
artificial lakes etc., also explaining the magnificence of the Iron Pillar(as it is rust 
free from the last few centuries) and how we Indians knew some crucial 
mathematical, cosmological phenomenon much before the world. Subsequently, a 
Q&A session was held which received a pleasant response. The audience was 
crucial in contributing to the success of the event as they were eager and 
enthusiastic. Overall, the talk opened our eyes to the great inventions and 
discoveries made by Indians hailing from various parts of India in ancient times, 
which eventually played an integral role in bringing the country together. All of 
this motivated our avid audience to contribute in the same way to our motherland's 
success.  

_____________________________________________________  



Poster of the talk:  

 

Link of the talk - The scientific practices in various regions of ancient India 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S6WIQ8lSUW0
https://youtu.be/S6WIQ8lSUW0


Some memorable snapshots:  

 

  

Above screenshot representing the subject taught in the University in Ancient India. 

Slide explaining the methods of water conservation in Ancient India.  



Slide showing a temple carved out of a single stone along with its planned design 
which helped in making architecture of the temple symmetrical.  

Slide showing the ways of Dentistry in Ancient India.  



Slide showing how the weapons were carved on the gate for the protection of the castle in 
kingdoms prevalent in Ancient India.  


